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Abstract—In mobile networks, the traffic fluctuation is unpre-
dictable due to mobility and varying resource requirement of mul-
timedia applications. Hence, it is essential to maintain traffic within
the network capacity to provide service guarantees to running ap-
plications. This paper proposes an admission control (AC) scheme
in a mobile cellular environment supporting hand-off and new ap-
plication traffic. In the case of multimedia applications, each ap-
plications has its own distinct range of acceptable quality of ser-
vice (QoS) requirements (e.g., packet loss, delay, jitter, etc.). The
network provides the service by maintaining the application speci-
fied QoS range. We propose a linear programming resource reduc-
tion (LP-RR) principle for admission control by maintaining QoS
guarantees to existing applications and to increase the percentage
of admission to hand-off and new applications. Artificial neural
networks (ANNs) are used to solve linear programming problem,
which facilitates in real time admission control decision in the prac-
tical systems.

We present an analytical model and results for the proposed ad-
mission control (AC) scheme with resource reduction principle and
a simulation study of the admission control for performance eval-
uation.

The simulation results demonstrate that the proposed AC
scheme performs well in terms of increasing the number of ad-
mitted applications and maintains higher percentage of resource
utilization. The suggested principle also shown that it is appro-
priate for the fair resource allocation with improved resource
utilization.

Index Terms—Linear programming, neural network, quality of
service (QoS), resource reduction.

I. INTRODUCTION

FUTURE mobile networks will be required to carry the
traffic generated by wide range of services. These services

will have very diverse traffic flow characteristics and perfor-
mance requirement. Some of the many factors that have led to
this diversified nature of high-speed network traffic are services
integration, broad range of compression schemes and broad
range of applications. A key characteristics of multimedia type
application services is that they require different quality of
service (QoS) guarantees.

The population of the mobile users is growing at a rapid rate
and that the applications are becoming more bandwidth inten-
sive; hence, the traffic control of mobile networks has become a
necessary element of mobile communications. Due to the limita-
tions of the radio spectrum, the wireless systems use micro/pico-
cellular architectures in order to provide a higher capacity [1].
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Because of the small coverage area of micro/pico-cells and the
characteristics of the multipath and shadow fading radio envi-
ronment, hand-off events in the systems will occur at a much
higher rate as compared to macro-cellular systems. Frequent
hand-offs in wireless/mobile networks and broad range of ser-
vice requirement of multimedia applications introduce a new
paradigm in the area of admission control and congestion. Also,
in such scenario, the mobile networks have to support multiple
classes of services with widely different traffic characteristics
and QoS requirements.

To ensure the promised QoS can be met, applications declare
their traffic characteristics in terms of traffic descriptor param-
eters along with the QoS expectations, which can be mapped to
appropriate traffic classes supported by the base station switch.
With the information provided by the applications at the con-
nection setup time, the network uses an admission control (AC)
to determine whether the new request for a connection should be
accepted or rejected. The decision made by the AC to accept a
new application is based on the availability of resources (band-
width, buffers, etc.,) to ensure the resources (QoS) requested by
the new application can be guaranteed, without degrading the
QoS requirement of applications that have already been sched-
uled.

In this paper, an admission control scheme is proposed to pro-
vide service guarantees for multimedia traffic carried in micro/
pico-cellular mobile networks. We also present an analytical re-
sults and proofs for the proposed AC scheme.

The proposed scheme is restricted to the applications running
within a cell without loss of generality, by considering the local
information of unused resources and allocated resources to the
running applications to determine whether to accept or reject the
requesting applications for scheduling based on their QoS re-
quirement. The scheme uses a linear programming resource re-
duction (LP-RR) principle for AC to minimize average rejection
of hand-off and new applications and to maximize the resource
utilization. The linear programming (LP) problem is solved by
using artificial neural networks (ANNs), which are inherently
parallel and distributed and this aids in real time information
processing and decision making capability.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II sur-
veys the related work. Admission control and QoS specifica-
tions for the traffic services are described in Section III. Some
of the definitions that are followed in this paper are illustrated
in Section IV, along with LP-RR principle and proposed LP-RR
based AC scheme. The analytical model with results are de-
scribed in Section V. The simulation model along with the sim-
ulation results are given in Section VI. Finally, Section VII pro-
vides the concluding remarks.
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II. RELATED WORK

Most of the existing admission control schemes to guarantee
QoS consider the following methodology to prevent overloading
ofmobilenetworks. In [2],ACfor integratedvoiceanddata traffic
in packet radio networks was investigated. The admission con-
trol policy is based on a predetermined threshold value of either
the mean delay or the packet loss probability for data traffic. The
admission control scheme, proposed in [3], employs different re-
source sharing schemes to allocate resources to different classes
of traffic. A distributed admission control scheme given in [4] is
based on both the number of existing connections in a cell where
a connection request is generated and the number of connections
in the adjacent cells. Admission control is performed at each base
station in a distributed manner and it considers only a single
traffic type, i.e., voice traffic. An AC based on dynamic channel
assignment was proposed in [5]. In this scheme, network traffic
conditions are first evaluated in the AC phase and then channels
are assigned accordingly to new calls.

The works in [6]–[8], consider bandwidth reservation for
hand-off applications to guarantee high connectivity of ad-
mitted calls. A fixed number of channels in each cell is reserved
exclusively for hand-offs. If none of the reserved channels
are available, the hand-off applications are queued up with a
minimum queuing delays with some threshold value. If the
queuing delay exceeds the threshold value the hand-off appli-
cation is as good as dropped. In [9], it is proposed and analyzed
a class of AC algorithms based on reward optimization for
multimedia servers designed to provide on-demand services
to clients in an environment where workload characteristics
of clients can change dynamically. These AC algorithms are
developed based on two choices, namely “deterministic” or
“best-effort” regarding QoS, and “priority reservation” or
“no-priority reservation” regarding reservation control.

Levineet al.[10] have proposed predictive resource allocation
and AC schemes based on a concept, called shadow cluster, to
improve the resource utilization and reduction in call dropping
probability. The shadow cluster concept is used in AC to allow
predictive resource allocation. In this scheme, mobile terminals
inform the base stations in neighboring cells of their bandwidth
requirements, position and movement parameters at call setup
time. Based on this information, base stations predict future de-
mands, reserves resources accordingly, and admit only those mo-
bile terminals that can be supported adequately. An idea of using
user mobility patterns is employed in this scheme and its effec-
tiveness has been demonstrated in the simulation study.

A batch and priority based AC is proposed [11] to support
multimedia services having diverse QoS (delay, throughput) re-
quirement, in mobilead hocnetworks. A multiclass connection
AC policy is proposed in [12] that supports cell loss and delay
requirement for high speed ATM switches. A closed form for-
mulae to calculate the bandwidth required to meet the guaran-
tees on QoS is derived for high level of resource utilization and
real-time AC. A service model for real-time services to mobile
hosts that can accommodate highly adaptive applications as well
as applications which requires mobility independent QoS guar-
antee is presented in [13], and a measurement-based AC scheme
for this model is proposed that has achieved a very high utiliza-
tion of network bandwidth.

The QoS-based resource allocation model (Q-RAM) for sat-
isfying multiple quality-of-service dimensions in a resource-
constrained environment is proposed in [14]. Using this model,
available system resources can be apportioned across multiple
applications such that the net utility that accrues to the end-users
of those applications is maximized.

Three novel AC algorithms are presented in [15]. The first
algorithm uses the weighted sum of the number of calls in
progress in various cells when making the admission decision.
The second computes a probability index, which reflects the
forced termination probability of a new call arrival and admits
those calls with low probability indexes. The third, which is a
hybrid, scheme combines above two approaches.

A connection AC for heterogeneous services in wireless mul-
tiple access networks are investigated in [16] that makes use of
user mobility information to reserve an appropriate amount of
system resources for potential hand-off connections to achieve
low hand-off connection dropping rate.

In the proposed scheme, we consider a mobile network that
can support heterogeneous applications with diverse resource
requirements. The proposed scheme neither looks into the
number of running applications in the neighboring cells nor
it reserve any resources for hand-off applications to take AC
decision. Instead, a fair reduction of resources (like buffer,
bandwidth, etc.) allocated to running applications is carried out
(without disturbing their earlier contracted service guarantee),
if the requesting applications demand is more than the available
resources. Also, the main objective of the AC scheme is to
reduce the rate of hand-off application failures with better
utilization of the resources.

III. A DMISSION CONTROL

Admission control in a mobile network environment prevents
congestion by limiting the admission of new applications in
order to provide the guaranteed QoS for the existing applica-
tions by allocating the resources. The objective of AC scheme is
to maintain the sum of traffic loads in a cell (due to both new and
hand-off applications) to below some predetermined congestion
level. In order to achieve this, whenever a set of multimedia ap-
plications request for certain quantity of different resources and
if the available quantity of resources are less than the sum of
minimum requirements of all the requesting applications, then
some of the applications must be dropped, and one could even
allow some applications to have less than their minimum re-
source requirement. Then comes the problem of which applica-
tions to drop and which one to accept, but it is feasible to accept
previously running applications of user moving from its neigh-
boring cells. Since premature termination of established con-
nections is usually more objectionable than rejection of a new
application request, the mobile network must give higher pri-
ority to hand-off applications as compared to new applications.
The proposed AC scheme consider the similar kind of priorities
for hand-off and new applications.

A. QoS Specifications for the Traffic Services

The QoS requirements and traffic descriptors dictates that dif-
ferent application traffic classes be accorded different priorities
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with different resource requirement. Here, we consider that the
traffic characteristics and the desired QoS can together be rep-
resented by the quantity of resource requirement of an appli-
cation and their tolerance specification by maximum and min-
imum resource requirement bound. The QoS requirements dic-
tates that different traffic classes be accorded different priorities,
which have wide variation in maximum and minimum value of
resource requirement bound.

The bounded span of resource requirement varies from one
traffic class to another, for example, a real-time application
traffic class requires a nominal tolerance in delay, (because of
tightly constrained transfer delay and delay variation); hence,
the maximum and minimum resource requirement bounds are
almost close to each other, and it depends on the QoS require-
ment for each of the three multimedia substreams. In case of
nonreal-time application traffic, the QoS parameter tolerance
(i.e., delay insensitive) has made a maximum and minimum
resource requirement bound to vary to a large extent, and
sometimes, the application can tolerate a minimum resource
requirement value of almost zero. For example, the case of
the FTP application, which is a nonreal-time application, can
transfer the data at peak rate or can be stalled for a while (with
data rate of zero megabits per second) until free resources are
available.

IV. LP-RR BASED ADMISSION CONTROL SCHEME

A. Definitions

We introduce some of the definitions that are used in this
paper.

Definition 1: Network Resourcesare a set of resources
available for users in a mobile cell, the set of pa-

rameters indicate their maximum capacities,
respectively.

For example, if theth resource is the bandwidth having max-
imum capacity of 100 Mb/s, then .

Definition 2: QoS requirements and allocated resources for
an th application is defined as , which uses the re-
sources .

, where The amount
of th resource required by the application.

Since applications are declaring the resource requirement
in the range of maximum and minimum, then theth resource
requirementandthesystemallocatesavalue inbetweenforanap-
plication ,whichmaybegivenas
and its corresponding , which uses resources, is as
follows.

where
minimum value of th resource requirement ofth ap-
plication;
maximum value of th resource requirement ofth
application;
allocated value of th resource toth application.

Fig. 1. Single cell network model.

For example, if an th application’s requirement for band-
width (say, th resource) of maximum value of 64 Kb/s and
minimum of value 32 Kb/s based on its QoS requirement, re-
spectively, and let its allocated bandwidth is 45 Kb/s which will
be well with in 64 Kb/s and 32 Kb/s to guarantee the QoS re-
quirement, then, .

Definition 3: The Applicationsare categorized into running,
hand-off, and new applications, and each application may have
multiple streams and request all or some of theresources based
on its QoS requirement.

Running Application:An application which has been
scheduled already and the network resources have been allo-
cated to it in the cell is called a running application. Each of the
running application’s QoS requirement and allocated resources
is shown as follows.

for th running application.
minimum value of th resource requirement ofth
running application;

maximum value of th resource requirement ofth
running application;

allocated value of th resource toth running appli-
cation.

Fig. 1 shows a single cell network model with mobile hosts
(MHs) 4, 5, and 6 with running applications.

Hand-off Application: When a mobile user move from
one cell to another cell then hand-off takes place. An applica-
tion which is scheduled earlier and resources were allocated to
it in the previous cell will request for connection establishment
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in the new cell, such an application is called as a hand-off ap-
plication. Each of the hand-off application’s QoS requirement
and allocated resources is shown as follows.

for th hand-off application.
minimum value of th resource requirement ofth
hand-off application;
maximum value of th resource requirement ofth
hand-off application;
allocated value of th resource toth hand-off appli-
cation before hand-off.

Mobile hosts 7 and 8 in Fig. 1 are hand-off from the neighboring
cells with hand-off applications.

New Application: When a mobile user initiates an appli-
cation within a cell and request for scheduling by providing the
resource requirement, it is called a new application. Each of the
new application’s QoS requirement is shown as follows.

for th new application.
minimum value of th resource requirement ofth
new application;
maximum value of th resource requirement ofth
new application.

Allocated quantity of resources to new applications will be
zero (i.e., . In Fig. 1, MHs 1, 2, and 3 are requesting
mobile host with new applications.

Definition 4: Available resource is a vector
indicating the amount of available quan-

tities of the resources 1, 2,…,, respectively, after allocating
the resources for the scheduled applications (we call the running
applications and the applications which have been allocated
resources for scheduling as scheduled applications) of the cell.

B. Linear Programming Based Resource Reduction Principle

In this subsection, we discuss the linear programming based
resource reduction (LP-RR) principle used in the proposed AC
scheme. The LP-RR optimally reduces the allocated quantity
of each resources of already scheduled applications in a cell
without effecting their QoS requirement and allocated resources
( ). This helps in obtaining large quantity of resources () for
scheduling the remaining hand-off and new applications.

For the discussion of the principle, considerapplications
which have been scheduled in a mobile cell and the applications
have been allocated some of theresources at a certain propor-
tion. Let be the remaining applications to be scheduled. In
order to schedule possible remaining applications (), which
needs more resources, we need to determine the fair reduction
of resources from the scheduled applications without violating
their QoS requirement. The reduction of resources is carried out
only if the total allocated quantity of resource is greater than
the total minimum requirement of running applications by cer-
tain threshold value (), i.e.,IF

, then the total allocated quantity of resource is
reduced by certain quantity, which is fixed by the reduction pa-
rameter ( ). (We have chosen the value to vary between 0.9
to 0.7, if the value is 10% and above the maximum quantity
of th resource.) Now, the problem reduces to the following in
linear programming problem, which is given by

maximize

subject to

(1)

where ’s are decision variables to be solved, which gives
the newly allocated quantity of resources for running applica-
tions on solving the above LP problem. ’s are the weights
chosen for th resource ofth application based on the allocated
quantity of resource with respect to maximum and minimum re-
source requirement. We define the weight function as follows:

if

and we choose 0.05 when .
is a reduction parameter value forth resource to keep

the resource reduction well within the requirement range. On
solving above LP problem the increased available resources
are allocated to requesting hand-off and new applications using
resource allocation procedure followed in Section IV-C.

We propose to solve the LP problem, given in (1), by ANNs.
To formulate the LP problem in terms of neural networks, it is
required to construct an appropriate computational energy func-
tion so that the lowest energy state will correspond to the desired
solution of the LP problem [17]. Hence, the above LP problem
is converted into a minimization equivalent in linear program-
ming by adding slack and surplus variables, which are solved
by using ANN. After reducing the LP problem given in (1) to
the minimization LP problem, we get

minimize

subject to

(2)

where are slacks, and is a surplus variable.
The LP equation given in (2) can be represented in more com-

pact matrix form equation, as follows.

minimize

subject to

(3)
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where the matrix is called
the constraint matrix of the LP, the vector
is the coefficient of objective function variables,

is the right-hand side vector in the constraint equation, and
is the

decision variable vector.
Above the LP problem given in (3) is solved for decision

variables by using an ANN by designing its connection weight
matrix ( ) and biasing thresholds () [17]–[19], where

, and . The sigmoid activa-
tion function is used for neuron output., , and are positive
scalar parameters. The values chosen for the parameters during
simulation are given in Section VI-A.

C. LP-RR Based AC Algorithm

To discuss the proposed LP-RR based AC policy, consider
a mobile cell environment in which applications have been
running and the resources are allocated to them at an instant of
time.

Let hand-off and new applications request for scheduling
at that instant of time. The admission ofand applications
may take place in any one of the following cases. The priority
has been given to hand-off applications over the new applica-
tions.

Case 1–Accept All and Applications: This is possible if
the available resources () are more than or equal to the sum
of total allocated resources forhand-off applications and total
minimum resource requirement ofnew applications.

(4)

If (4) is satisfied, then allocate minimum resources to new ap-
plicationsandpreviouslyallocated resources tohand-offapplica-
tionsfromtheavailableresource().Toallocateexcessresources
available (i. e.,

) to requesting applications well with in the requirement
and to provide some fairness to the applications, we convert this
problem to a linear programming problem, which is given as

maximize

subject to

(5)

where , and could be the rela-
tive importance or weight given to theth hand-off and new ap-

plication for th resource, respectively. The relative importance
may be given in terms of their resource requirement quantity,
i.e., for hand-off applications and

for new applications. and
are the decision variables to be solved for excess resources to
get total allocated resources for hand-off and new applications,
respectively.

The total allocated resources for hand-off and new applica-
tions is as follows.

for hand-off applications

for new applications

Here, we solve for ; oth-
erwise, the problem is trivial.

Case 2—Accept Possible Number of Hand-Off and New Ap-
plications: If the (4) is not satisfied, thenCase 2is considered.
Here, the priority was given to hand-off applications over new
applications. The resource allocation to the accepted applica-
tions are provided in the order of priorities: First, all hand-off
applications are considered and later, the new applications using
(6) and (7), respectively.

The resource allocation for hand-off applications is given by

(6)

and for new applications

(7)

To accommodate possible number of remaining hand-off and
new applications a linear programming based resource reduc-
tion with ANN model (described in Section IV-B) is used to
reduce the allocated quantity of resources for running applica-
tions. The LP-RR updates the available resource () and are
allocated to possible hand-off and new applications. Algorithm
1describes the LP-RR principle-based AC procedure.

Algorithm 1: LP-RR based AC procedure
IF ( and Application request )
THEN /* Hand-off New Applications
*/
BEGIN
IF
THEN
begin
Admit all and applications;
Allocate minimum resources for and

applications, and
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add excess resources available to and
applications; /* using LP (5) */

end;
ELSE
begin
Admit possible and and allocate the

resources by maintaining the order of pri-
orities;

Allocate to possible and appli-
cations; /* (6) and (7) */

Apply LP-RR principle; /* Section IV-B
*/

Allocate to possible number of re-
maining and applications;

end;
END.

V. ANALYTICAL MODEL

In this section, we discuss the analytical model for the pro-
posed LP-RR based AC scheme. We compute the performance
of the AC policy for with and without resource reduction prin-
ciple based on the following assumptions.

A. Assumptions

1) The applications requirements are independent of one an-
other. These are aimed to get a set of resources.

2) The available system resources may or may not be suffi-
cient to meet the minimal resource requirements of all the
arrived applications. Hence, if the available quantity of re-
sources are sufficient, then accept all the applications with
required resource allocation to each one of them. Other-
wise reject some of the applications based on the priority
given to different applications. We have given the priority
to hand-off applications over new applications.

3) The available quantity of resources () are uniformly dis-
tributed from zero to maximum available capacity. This
assumption is considered to be reasonable because the
availability of resources for different traffic conditions are
unpredictable due to variable quantity of resource require-
ment of multimedia applications.

4) The minimum resource requirement of each applications
are uniformly distributed from some minimum quantity
to maximum quantity. This assumption is considered to
be more practical because of the wide variety of resource
requirement of user and multimedia applications.

Notation:
number of applications arrival at any instant of
time (both hand-off and new applications);
maximum capacity of th resource;
available quantity of th resource;

Fig. 2. Probability density function for the sum of applications minimum
requirement form = 2,m = 4, andm = 6.

minimum resource requirement ofth applica-
tion for th resource;
probability of ;
density function of ;
cumulative distribution function of;

, .
1) To Find the Probability of Sum of Minimum Resource Re-

quirement of Arrived Applications: From assumption 4, the
minimum resource requirement of each applications is consid-
ered to vary uniformly from to , where and

are the given parameter values forth resource of an ap-
plication.

Here, is a real and continuous random variable which is
uniform( , ), then the probability of requirement is a
density function of , which is given by

otherwise

Here, ’s are independent and identically distributed
random variables. The probability of sum of such random
variables (i.e., the sum of applications minimum resource
requirement for th resource) is given by:

For easy analysis, we normalize the requirement of each ap-
plications to lie between zero and one, i.e., is uniformfrom
0 to 1.

(8)

The compact equation for the density function of the sum of
random variables, letting , is shown in (9)

at the bottom of the page, where .

The graph shown in Fig. 2 gives the probability density func-
tion for , 4, and6 applications.

2) To Find the Probability of Acceptance of Applications
Given the Available Quantity of th Resource:From the
compact equation (9), the probability of acceptance of
applications, given the available capacity of th resource is
obtained as follows.

(9)
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Fig. 3. Probability of acceptance of applications for� = 5, � = 7, and
� = 9.

Continuing with the normalization of resources requirement
of each applications to lie between 0 and 1, the available quan-
tity of resource ( ) is normalized correspondingly, i.e.,

, since the minimum require-
ment of applications is .

The probability of acceptance ofapplications is the same as
the probability that the sum of theapplication’s th resource
requirement is less than or equal to, i.e.,

(10)

since the available quantity of resources are real and continuous,
and the minimum requirement of the applications are a positive
real quantity, where is the density function of the sum
of the minimum requirement of applications given by (9), and

is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of .
Probability of acceptance of applications versus the number

of applications for different values of available quantity of the
th resource is as shown in Fig. 3, with the available quantity of

5, 7, and 9 units and with peak applications of arrival of 15.
3) To Find the Probability of Acceptance of Applications

Given the Available Quantity of All the Resources:The
probability of acceptance of applications, given the available
quantity of all the resources , which are
independent, is obtained as follows.

The available quantity of resources ’s are normalized
with respect to the normalization of resources requirement of
each applications given in (8), i.e.,

, since the minimum requirement ofapplica-
tions is , .

The probability of acceptance of applications, given
, which are independent, is given by

From (9) and (10), we obtain

(11)

where is the density function of sum of minimum
requirement of applications for the th resource given by
(9).

4) To Find the Probability of Acceptance of Hand-Off
Applications Out of Arrived Applications: The
probability of acceptance of hand-off applications, given the
available quantity of all the resources , is
obtained as follows. Here, the hand-off applications are given
highest priority over new applications. Taking the ratio of
hand-off to total number of arrived applications as ,
then .

By normalizing the resources requirement of each appli-
cations to lie between 0 and 1, given by (8), the available
quantity of resources s are normalized correspondingly,
i.e., , since the
minimum requirement of applications is , .

From (10) and (11), we obtain that the probability of accep-
tance of hand-off applications given is

(12)

The graph in Fig. 4 shows the probability of acceptance of
total hand-off applications versus or ( ) for different values
of ( , , and , where ), and .

5) To Find the Probability of Acceptance of New Applications
Out of Arrived Applications: The probability of
acceptance of new applications, given the available quantity
of all the resources , which are independent, is
obtained as follows. Here, the new applications are given lowest
priority as compared to hand-off applications. Hence, the accep-
tance of new applications means all the hand-off applications are
accepted.

The available quantity of resources () are normal-
ized correspondingly, i.e.,

, Since the minimum resource requirement of
new applications means the sum of minimum requirement
and applications and is , .
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Fig. 4. Probability of acceptance of total hand-off applications for different
values ofm.

Then, the probability of acceptance ofnew applications is
given by

where , .
From (10) and (11), we obtain

(13)

The graph in Fig. 5 shows the probability of acceptance of
total new applications versus or ( ) for different values
of for .

B. Probability of Acceptance of Applications Without Resource
Reduction (RR)

Consider an instant of time at which applications
request for resources for scheduling. To find the probability that

applications are accepted out of arrived applications.
The requesting applications are arranged in the order of pri-
ority mentioned above.

Fig. 5. Probability of acceptance of total new applications for different values
of m.

From assumption 3, the available quantity of all there-
sources are uniformly distributed from zero to
their respective maximum capacities and are independent. i.e.,

is uniform from 0 to and is real and continuous.
Therefore, the probability of acceptance of out of

applications requesting for certain quantities of there-
sources is given by the following. is the probability
of available quantities of resources the probability of
sum of applications requirement over all theresources,
where the probability of available quantity of resources is

, and the probability of
the sum of applications minimum requirement over all the
resources is .
Hence, we have (14), shown at the bottom of the page.

The probability of acceptance ofapplications for is

(15)

For uniform distribution of and , (15) reduces to

(16)

(14)
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Fig. 6. Probability of acceptance of hand-off and new applications without
resource reduction (q = 2).

The graph of probability of acceptance of applications versus
number of applications with priority to hand-off applications
over new applications, for , is shown in Fig. 6.

C. Probability of Acceptance of Applications With Resource
Reduction

In this subsection, we discuss the probability of acceptance
of applications with the resource reduction principle used in the
proposed AC scheme.

For the discussion of the principle, considerapplications
which have been scheduled in a mobile cell and the applica-
tions have been allocated some of theresources at a certain
proportion. Let be the remaining applications to be sched-
uled. In order to schedule possible remaining applications (),
which needs more resources, it is fair to reduce a little quantity
of allocated resources from the scheduled applications without
violating their QoS requirement.

Consider an instant of time at which remaining
applications are to be scheduled. To find the probability that
applications are accepted out of remaining applica-
tions, in the order of priority mentioned above, let us consider
that certain percentage () of the allocated quantity of all the
resources for running applications have been reduced using the
LP-RR principle described in Section IV-B and, hence, that the

Fig. 7. Probability of acceptance of hand-off and new applications with and
without resource reduction (q = 2).

available quantity of resources are increased correspondingly,
as follows:

for the th resource

where is the available quantity of theth resource after re-
source reduction.

When the available quantity , then
Now, for the new values of available quantities of resources,

the probability of acceptance of out of applications, by
considering the assumptions made earlier, we get that is
the probability of available quantity of resources after resource
reduction probability of sum of applications requirement,
where we have the equation at the bottom of the page.

Hence, we have (17), shown at the bottom of the next page.
The graph of probability of acceptance of hand-off and new

applications verses number of applications with and without re-
source reduction, for , is shown in Fig. 7.

VI. SIMULATION

A. Simulation Model Description and Parameter Values

The simulation model is composed of seven cells, in which
each cell keeps contact with its neighboring cells (see Fig. 8).

Probability of available quantity of resources after resource reduction

Probability of sum of applications requirement over allresources
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Fig. 8. Seven cell network simulation model.

Each cell contains a base station, which is responsible for sched-
uling new applications and hand-off applications. Also, the base
station controls the resource redistribution to running applica-
tions using the LP-RR principle when the request for scheduling
from new and hand-off application arrives.

The simulation model is designed to consider the assump-
tions that were considered in the analytical model and to emu-
late the realistic mobile cell environment that consists of data
and real-time application traffic. The traffic generator is simu-
lated by considering random arrival of applications with their
resource requirement, uniformly distributed in certain range to
represent realistic multimedia applications.

In the simulation, as mentioned in the proposed scheme, we
consider two types of application traffic: a new application
traffic, which is initiated by a mobile user within a cell and
a hand-off application traffic, which is handed off from the
neighboring cells, as shown in Fig. 8. The total load in a cell
are the running applications at a given instant of time. At
that instant of time, the following events will initiate our AC
procedure with LP-RR principle:

• Request from hand-off applications due to mobile hosts
moving out from the neighboring cells toward cell 1. In
the simulation model, we consider that there are six neigh-
boring cells, each having a load of, ( )
applications out of which ( ) times their
total running applications are hand-off toward the cell 1
(see Fig. 8); then, the total number of hand-off applica-
tions in cell 1 . Here, values
depend on the mobile host’s mobility behavior, which is

beyond the scope of this work. The same situation repli-
cates for other cells in the system, but in the simulation, we
have taken different values forto show the performance
of the system for high and low mobility environment.

• Due to mobile host moving out of the cell 1, the load
within the cell reduces and correspondingly the resources
availability increases. In Fig. 8, it is shown that,
( ), times the total running applications are
moving out of the cell 1. Here again,values depend on
the mobile hosts mobility behavior.

• Request from new applications initiated by the mobile
hosts within a cell 1.

• Due to termination of the applications, the load within
a cell reduces by increasing the available quantity of re-
sources.

Hence, at any instant of time, one or more of the above events
may occur. In the simulation model we have considered the
events with uniform distribution for arrival of hand-off and new
applications, terminating, and outgoing applications. During
termination and outgoing events, the resources are released and
used for allocation to requesting hand-off and new applications.
Whenever the request from hand-off and new applications
arrives, our model admit the possible applications with priority
to hand-off applications and if any remaining applications then
the LP-RR principle is applied to admit more applications.

In the simulation, the new and hand-off applications are gen-
erated by considering some random values to’s at an instant
of applications arrival. We consider the total number of applica-
tions, both hand-off and new applications, arrival to
be distributed uniformly from single application up to a certain
maximum value.

For simulation, two of the resources ( ) are considered,
for example, bandwidth (BW) and buffer having a maximum
capacity of 100 Mb/s and 500 Mbytes, respectively, i.e.,

Mb/s and Mbytes.
In order to represent various multimedia application traffic,

we consider the bandwidth and buffer requirement of each ap-
plications to vary uniformly in the maximum and minimum re-
quirement range.

In the simulation, based on the maximum capacity of re-
sources (BW and buffer) and the number of applications arrival
at any instant of time, the maximum bandwidth and buffer re-
quirement of applications is considered uniformly distributed in
the range 0.5 to 5 Mb/s and 2 to 20 Mbytes, respectively. The
minimum quantity of resource requirement is considered from
90 to 0% of the maximum resource requirement to realize ap-
plications QoS requirement and tolerance, as a realistic traffic
(shown in Table I).

(17)
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TABLE I
PARAMETER VALUES OF SIMULATION FOR AC

Fig. 9. Average percentage acceptance of applications.

The reduction parametervalue in constraint equation (1) of
the LP-RR principle is carefully chosen to keep the resource re-
duction well within the requirement range, i.e., a graceful degra-
dation of applications QoS requirement and allocated resources
(QA). We choose in the simulation thevalue to vary from 0.7
to 0.9 depending on the threshold value. Table I summarizes
the parameter values used for simulation.

In the simulation model an LP-RR principle is applied to
accommodate remaining applications during AC decision. The
LP-RR principle uses the ANN model to solve LP problem.

The parameter values for the neural network are chosen, de-
pending on the maximum value of the decision variables, to
best fit the model. The parameter values are
and . The performance of ANN for resource reduction
is investigated for fairness during the reduction of allocated re-
sources for running applications for different values of resources
requirement.

The simulation is carried out for 20 000 arrival events with
random number of application arrivals (peak arrival value

) with random resource requirement (with in the specified
requirement range) of each requesting applications for to re-
alize the realistic network traffic. The performance measures
obtained through the simulation are the average percentage ac-
ceptance of hand-off applications and new applications traffic,
as well as the percentage utilization of bandwidth and buffer.
The simulation results for the performance measures are plotted
as a function of number of applications arrival (normalized with
respect to peak arrivals).

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme,
the simulation is also carried out forwithout LP-RRprinciple
by maintaining priority and equal priority among hand-off and
new applications.

Fig. 10. Percentage acceptance of hand-off and new applications.

In addition, the performance of LP-RR principle is investi-
gated for fairness during the reduction of allocated resources for
running applications with different amount of allocated quantity
of resources.

B. Simulation Results

Fig. 9 shows the graph for an average percentage acceptance
of applications requesting for scheduling by providing the re-
source requirement for the simulation results. The average per-
centage acceptance is plotted with respect to the number of ap-
plications request. The results are plotted for with and without
LP-RR principle and obtained a higher percentage of acceptance
of requesting applications (about 10 to 15%) for the scheme with
LP-RR principle with an increased number of applications ar-
rival. The percentage of acceptance has decreased up to 32% at
peak arrivals of requesting applications without the LP-RR prin-
ciple, whereas it is 42% with the LP-RR principle.

Fig. 10 shows the percentage acceptance of hand-off and new
applications for the simulation results with priority to hand-off
applications over new applications. It is clear from the graph that
average acceptance for hand-off applications is approximately
45% more than that of new applications at peak arrivals. The
simulation is carried out with and without LP-RR principle, for
which the average percentage acceptance has decreased 10 to
15% more for AC scheme without LP-RR principle as compared
to scheme with LP-RR principle.

The graph of percentage utilization of bandwidth and buffer
is shown in Fig. 11, where the utilization has been increased up
to 90% at 50% of the peak arrivals and maintained an almost
constant utilization up to peak arrivals, because the AC scheme
uses an LP-RR principle for resource allocation to the running
and requesting hand-off and new applications. The resource uti-
lization is increased by 7 to 12% for requesting applications with
LP-RR principle than without the LP-RR principle from 50 to
100% of the peak applications arrival.

The pie charts shown in Fig. 12(a) and (b) gives the per-
centage of admitted and rejected hand-off and new applications
out of cumulative sum of arrived hand-off and new applications
for the total simulation run (i.e., for 20 000 arrival events). The
percentage of admitted hand-off is 52%, and new applications
is 8% with the LP-RR principle, where as it is 42 and 5% for
hand-off and new applications respectively, without the LP-RR
principle.
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Fig. 11. Total percentage of bandwidth and buffer utilization and bandwidth
utilization by requesting applications.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12. Total percentage of admitted and rejected hand-off and new applica-
tions. (a) With LP-RR principle. (b) Without LP-RR principle.

1) Fairness in Resource Reduction:Fig. 13 shows the graph
of percentage reduction of allocated resources for running
applications with respect to their maximum resource require-
ment and their requirement range. The graphs are plotted for
the results taken from the ANN model with different resource
requirement and requirement range for running applications.
The curve shows that the resource reduction is proportional
to the applications requirement and requirement range. The

(a)

(b)

Fig. 13. Percentage reduction of resources with respect to (a) maximum
requirement with fixed requirement range and (b) requirement range with fixed
maximum requirement of applications.

graph in Fig. 13(a) shows that as the resource requirement of
applications increases, with constant requirement range (i.e.,
maximum-minimum), the percentage of resource reduction de-
creases. The graph in Fig. 13(b) shows that as the requirement
range increases, the percentage of resource reduction increases.
From the above discussion, it is clear that some fairness is
maintained between the applications of different resource
requirement and range of requirement.

From the above simulation results, it is clear that the proposed
AC scheme with LP-RR principle has shown an improved per-
formance in terms of average resource utilization by requesting
applications and average percentage of acceptance to hand-off
and new applications as compared to the AC scheme without
LP-RR principle. Since the priority was given to hand-off ap-
plications, it resulted in lower percentage of acceptance of new
applications.

Also, a graph is plotted for acceptance of applications for
both analytical and simulation results by considering average
percentage of acceptance of applications in case of simulation
model (normalized value) and probability of acceptance in case
of analytical model, with respect to the number of applications
request (see Fig. 14). From the graph, it clear that both ana-
lytical and simulation results are almost coinciding for accep-
tance of hand-off and new applications with and without LP-RR
principle.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of analytical and simulation results for acceptance of hand-off and new applications with and without LP-RR principle.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an LP-RR principle-based AC for a mobile
network has been proposed. The scheme provides priority to
hand-off applications over new applications request for sched-
uling by providing the required amount of resources. The AC
decision is based on QoS requirement ( i.e., resource requirement
) of requesting applications. The LP-RR principle-based AC
with resource allocation to running and requesting applications
has improved the percentage acceptance of requesting applica-
tions. The LP-RR principle has shown a good performance in
computational model. The ANN is capable of generating optimal
solutions to linear programming problems. The easy implemen-
tation of neural networks in an analog circuits and potentially
powerful computational model for solving real-time and large-
scale linear programming problems will help in practical system.

The results of our analytical model have been verified with
simulation results. The simulation results agreed well with those
of the analytical results for acceptance of hand-off and new ap-
plications with and without LP-RR principle.

It is shown through simulation results that the proposed
scheme has increased the percentage of acceptance to re-
questing applications as compared to the AC scheme without
LP-RR principle. Also, from the results it is verified that the
LP-RR principle has maintained some fairness during the
reduction of allocated resources for running applications.
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